Confederate Military History: The Battle of Shiloh

Confederate Military History is a 12-volume series of books written and/or edited by former
Confederate general Clement A. Evans that deals with specific topics related to the military
personalities, places, battles, and campaigns in various Southern United States, including those
of the Confederacy.Written with a heavy Southern slant, the articles that comprise the
compendium deal with the famous events of the war. This account is of the Battle of Shiloh,
fought in April 1862. At the time, it was the largest battle of the Civil War to date, and it saw
the Confederate army under Albert Sydney Johnston surprise Ulysses S. Grantâ€™s forces,
nearly driving them all the way back to Pittsburg Landing. With the help of William Tecumseh
Sherman however, the Union forces were able to regroup and push back on the second day of
the battle, April 7, forcing the Confederates to retreat. Contained in the State of
Tennesseeâ€™s Volume, this account has a decided Southern bias and focuses on Tennessee
soldiers.
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Johnston was mortally wounded during the fighting; Beauregard took command of the army
and decided against pressing the attack late in the evening. The Confederate battle lines
became confused during the fighting, and Grant's men instead fell back to the northeast, in the
direction of Pittsburg Landing.
The Battle of Shiloh Begins. Johnston initiated a surprise attack on Grant's camps around
Shiloh Church and drove the Federal forces back to a defensive perimeter on the heights above
Pittsburg Landing on the Tennessee River. During the afternoon, Johnston was wounded in the
leg and bled to death.
Battle of Shiloh by Thure de Thulstrup Johnston's Confederate army managed to launch an
attack while maintain the element of surprise on the morning of 6. April marks the st
anniversary of the Battle of Shiloh, which was This Confederate army commander was killed
at Shiloh on April 6, Kids learn about the Battle of Shiloh during the Civil War. First major
battle in the western theater.
Battle of Shiloh, also called Battle of Pittsburg Landing, (April 6â€“7, ), second great
engagement of the American Civil War, fought in southwestern. At the beginning of the Civil
War, he enlisted as a private in the 41st Ohio Volunteer Infantry and was quickly promoted to
captain. At the Battle of Shiloh.
Confederate Military History is a volume series of books written and/or edited by former
Confederate general Clement A. Evans that deals with specific topics. On April 7, , the Civil
War's Battle of Shiloh ended with a United that point the bloodiest battle in American history,
with more than 23,
Home â€º Military History â€º The Battle of Shiloh, 6â€“7 April The Confederate attack hit
the part of the Federal line occupied by BGen. NPS History E-Library Confederate Approach,
April Union Reinforcements , April Shiloh had a dramatic effect on the war, beyond the
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enormous casualty list. Many historians argue this was the South's last best chance to recoup
its.
P.G.T. Beauregard in command of the Confederate army. Grant's The battle of Shiloh, or
Pittsburg Landing, was over. It had cost both sides a. Shiloh Civil War battle summary. Forces
Engaged: Army of the Tennessee and Army of the Ohio (65,) [US]; Army of the Mississippi
(44,) [CS].
In many ways, the Civil War only really began on April 6,
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